
HEART MEET HEAD: Andrew’s ‘80s Mixtape

In the ‘80s, I used to do quite a lot of mixtapes. And I used to send a 
letter with them about the songs. Obviously we didn’t have word 
processors then - they were typewritten, with crossings out and tippex. 
Unfortunately we got rid of the typewriter we’d been keeping in the 
bottom of a cupboard for power cut emergencies. So, in the spirit of the 
‘80s mixtape, here’s the ‘80s mixtape letter, looking as much like a 
typewritten letter as I can manage. But a lot tidier. 

SIDE 1

Storm Music: Gil Scott-Heron The great Gil Scott-Heron, sometimes said 
to be the man who invented rap. When I started at the BBC in 1979, I 
trained with a man called Paul McCrea, a Derby soul-boy (he’d done 
allnighters at Wigan and places) who had been the black music 
correspondent for Sounds while doing his journalism course at Cardiff. I 
didn’t know much about black music, beyond blues, Bob Marley, and some 
Motown, and Paul shared with me his huge knowledge, lending me records 
and sending tapes. I was a willing student, but I couldn’t have had a 
better mentor. He introduced me to Gil, among dozens of others. Enough 
said.

Di Great Insohrechshun: Linton Kwesi Johnson I lived in Brixton from 
1980 to 1986. I liked it. In one of the riots (probably 1984) we had the 
police walk down our street banging their truncheons on their shields, 
basically to intimidate the locals. Nice. LKJ captured this best.

Sweet Nothing: Working Week Working Week came out of Loose Tubes - a big 
band sound which also tried to be popular. I probably wouldn’t have 
included this in a tape I made in the ‘80s, but I bought a lot of their 
music at the time, and Julie Roberts has a great voice.

Clubland: Elvis Costello I feel like I’ve grown up with Elvis Costello. 
This one’s from Trust which smelt of the early 80s. It may be even be a 
metaphor for Britain then - “Have you ever been had?”. (I think Costello 
said as much in an interview once).      

Shopping: Pet Shop Boys I have a hankering for the perfect pop song (I 
almost included some ABC, archetypal polished 80s pop, but decided 
against) but I liked the way the Pet Shop Boys used dance with serious 
intent. I was working during the “Big Bang” in the City, when the City 
was deregulated by Thatcher, and I used this later as a soundtrack for a 
section of a documentary I produced about the economic recession at the 
end of the 80s. Looking back from 2010, the lyrics read like the story 
of the crisis we’re living through now. “Our gain is your loss/ That’s 
the price you pay”. Are you listening, RBS? Brilliant. 

Biko: Robert Wyatt  The original of this is a big thumping thing by 
Peter Gabriel. Robert Wyatt’s version is much quieter, more plaintive, 
more tragic. When I was at Channel 4 News I had a plan to go in at the 
weekend and cut this to news footage of the student protests in South 
Africa, but in the days when journalists couldn’t touch production 
equipment it wasn’t a project that was ever going to work. 



Song of ’70: David Mansfield This is from the soundtrack of Heaven’s 
Gate, which was an hugely expensive film about the cattle barons seizing 
land from poor immigrants in the US in the late 19th century. It 
bankrupted the studio and was critically panned, mostly because it came 
out after Reagan was elected President and people didn’t want to see a 
story that challenged American myths. The film has flaws, but is worth 
watching; the soundtrack, on the other hand, is a quiet masterpiece.

Soweto: Abdullah Ibrahim The great South African pianist, who I saw play 
live during his exile during the apartheid years. It seemed to flow. 

Hard Left: Tackhead  A great piece of angry production. The essential 
soundtrack to the miners‘ strike. 

Every Day I Have The Blues: Professor Longhair I’ve never been to New 
Orleans, but during the ‘80s I developed a passion for New Orleans music 
- the Neville Brothers, Allen Toussaint, Irma Thomas, Dave Bartholomew, 
I have dozens of records of the distinctive Crescent City soul/R&B 
sound. They all got squeezed out of the final tape except for Professor 
Longhair, who gave away his copyrights for beer money in the 60s, and 
was found in the mid-70s, by a white student who was a fan and wondered 
what had happened to him, underfed, sleeping in a room behind a record 
shop, cleaning it for food and shelter. And then he started playing and 
recording again (Paul McCartney arranged one of the first recordings) 
without complaining. Many of his 70s recordings are impossible to listen 
to without feeling cheerful, as he swings along in that strange self-
taught style of his. The record this is from (the unpromisingly titled 
‘House Party New Orleans Style’) is one of my ‘80s favourites. 

UFO: ESG The cult New York girl group. In the days before the internet, 
I felt like I’d personally discovered them because I’d read something 
about them while I was on a trip to New York, and I combed through some 
unutterably cool Village record stores to find a copy of their first 
record. Which still sounds great. 

Final Day: Young Marble Giants Probably their classic track. But also a 
way of mentioning that I spent most of the 1980s believing that I would 
get obliterated in a nuclear war. I’m sometimes still quite surprised 
that we weren’t.

SIDE 2

Sina (Sombouya): Salif Keita I suppose I think of the ‘80s as the decade 
when London became a proper multi-cultural city, and one of the signs of 
that was when Stern’s opened as a shop to sell African music in 
Whitfield Street. It was a label as well, and I bought dozens of records 
there. (I worked about a mile away, and if I was organised I could get 
over and back in my lunchbreak and still have time to browse). This is 
the mighty Salif Keita, with a sound that is clearly not from Europe or 
the US, but swings all the same. In fact there’s a whole “lost 
geography” of independent 80s record shops - Honest Jon’s and Rough 
Trade out west, the mighty Rhythm Records in Camden, Ray’s Jazz in 
Covent Garden, Zippo Records in Clapham (which also had its own label 
specialising in Americana before it was called that), the hard core 



specialist shops in Berwick Street. For a while there was even a small 
reggae and soul specialist next to Clapham North which I had to pass on 
the way home most days. I bought a lot of 12” singles in there.    

Despariciones: Ruben Blades Ruben Blades was a Panamanian who played 
salsa in New York until he released the LP this song comes from, 
Buscando America. And suddenly he became a commentator on the USA and 
Latin America. But with a tune.   
       
(Nothing But) Flowers: Talking Heads Talking Heads sounded a lot better 
once they added an army of African percussionists to their line up. But 
I also like the wit of the lyrics.  

It Ain’t Necessarily So: Paul Robeson This one’s for my wife, Sue, who I 
met in 1984. I knew about Paul Robeson as an activist and an early civil 
rights figure, but she suggested I listen to some of his music... He 
does have a wonderful voice. 

A Song From Under The Floorboards: Magazine You asked us what our 
favourite records of the ‘80s were. Magazine’s The Correct Use of Soap, 
which the original of this song comes from, would be close to the top of 
my list.    

Love Will Tear Us Apart: Joy Division This is a bit complicated, but my 
first job was as a financial reporter/producer on the Financial World 
Tonight on Radio 4, just as the early ‘80s recession kicked in. Getting 
used to working is hard any time, but I was also going to work and 
having to interview people who said things like ‘We’ve had to make 1,000 
people redundant today to save the jobs of the other 9,000‘. So to make 
sure that I didn’t get completely lost in this disorienting new world, 
I’d put on my jacket and tie and then play Love Will Tear Us Apart as 
loud as I could before I left the flat.       

The Sweetest Girl: Scritti Politti Actually, I don’t like Scritti 
Politti very much (too much head and not enough heart), but this is 
about the ‘80s, and for most of the ‘80s, I knew the sweetest girl in 
the song, pretty well. Or at least: I knew a woman who had lived with 
Green Gartside in a coldwater squat off the Gray’s Inn Road until a bit 
before SP released the record this was on. She hated it. And I can see 
why. 

Bald Headed Men: The Bitchin’ Babes I went to the Newport Jazz Folk and 
Blues Festival in Rhode Island in 1984 (or 5?) and bought some records 
at a stall there. Turned out that the people running the stall were from 
one of America’s biggest non-mainstream record distributors, Rounder 
Records, they were based in Cambridge, Ma., and you could visit their 
warehouse. We were enroute to Boston, so I did, and bought as much as I 
could get into my suitcase. After that I’d buy from their mail order 
catalogue when I could, a big fat list of roots and folk and soul and 
R&B and jazz which popped through the letterbox every three months. Good 
prices, too, and often some fantastic bargain ‘cut-outs’. Sometimes 
customs would forget to charge the import duty as well. I bought a huge 
amount from them, and this track was one of them. 



It Hurts So Good: Millie Jackson This song’s for Paul, who I mentioned 
on Side One. Not Millie at raunchiest, but one of those songs which 
shows off her voice and phrasing. 

Eventide (A Hymn For Change): Faith Brothers One more for Sue; the Faith 
Brothers weren’t ever very big, but they were based in west London, 
where I’d moved to after Brixton. We saw them in a small club somewhere 
near the Fulham Broadway. This song always moves me. 

----

And a post-script: I lost touch with Paul in the 90s, though knew where 
he was working, as a TV journalist in the Midlands. Making this tape 
made me think of him, and I thought I’d look him up; you can find anyone 
on the internet, right? And so you can: an in memoriam notice on 
lastingtribute.co.uk which invited people who knew him to ‘Please come 
and "show respect" as Paul would say’. He died in 2003, at the age of 
47. I’m a bit late, but - “respect”. 

Andrew Curry
March 2010


